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1. Neighborhood 
Crosswalks - 
Safety 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Digital 
Citizenship  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.  Interventions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Questions/ 
Concerns 

 
 

 
  
  

Present:  Des Olson, Alyshia Kuhne (parent SCC), Ronnie (parent SCC), 
Mandi Young (parent SCC), Lance Vandermark, Chris Chilcoat, LeeAnn 

Parker, Brittanie Mangus (parent);  
absent-- 

 
 

--Brittanie Mangus, community member, shared a concern about 
neighborhood adjacent to school property access.  Parents picking up, 
dropping off at this location--blocking easement, creating blind spots for 
students who are crossing the street to get access to a walkway to the 
school. Ms. Mangus is requesting support for approaching the City of Provo 
about placing a crosswalk and/or crossing guard. 
Mr. Chilcoat’s response included a plan to submit s plan to the City of Provo 
city planner--request for crosswalk lines to alert drivers that a student traffic 
zone is nearby. 
 
--Digital Citizenship--response from parents/teachers about internet safety. 
Kole Parkinson, the presenter, was very effective.  Emphasizing the need 
for parents to take a bigger role in monitoring student access to phones, 
internet, Snapchat, Instagram, Facebook.  A possible avenue to get the 
message out is a presentation during “International Night” and tie it in with 
student performances to be able to access more parents. 
 
--Interventions--Lance Vandermark explaining the 95% Program--screeners 
to help place students in the best instructional phase.  Phonological 
awareness, phonics, comprehension.   Observations today included 
paraprofessionals and teachers---teachers are attending to the “intensive 
intervention” students (assessed via DIBELS)--  Screener helps to target 
the gaps and apply it to the whole group (aka Tier 1 instruction).  
Parents expressed the importance of the school/classroom teacher t 
communicate with parents about where their child is with reading and 
math--be informed of what their child needs; 
FOCUS math intervention--our school is the PILOT program.  IXL is another 
significant math intervention program (adaptive learning program) 
 
Mr. Chilcoat asked if PTA would like to have a presentation about the 
intervention program--- 
“Breakfast with the Principal” to include an information session/door 
prizes---Parent Engagement Night--- 
 



Motion to adjourn--Mandi Y.; Second--Alyshia K. 

 
 
 


